
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmZcSgs0ev8


DS.
DARMAWANGSA SQUARE

Ground Floor #24 
Jalan Darmawangsa VI 
Jakarta 12160 
Indonesia

P. +62 21 7278 0235

PS.
PLAZA SENAYAN

Level 3, No. 321C  
Jalan Asia Afrika No. 8 
Jakarta 10270 
Indonesia

P. +62 21 5790 0412

PERSONAL 
SHOPPERS.

RICHARD  WA +62 815 1051 7424

NITA WA +62 811 8337 313

DESI  WA +62 822 4963 3734 

SHOP
ONLINE.
PT TULISAN SUSUNAN TINTA

info@tulisan.com

https://goo.gl/maps/hsSF2PmbDtJh88Mo8
https://goo.gl/maps/HTDxPKS8S8ukykDQ9
https://wa.me/6281510517424?text=HALO%20RICHARD
https://wa.me/628118337313?text=HALO%20NITA
https://wa.me/6282249633734?text=HALO%20DESI
https://tulisan.com
https://tulisan.com
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HOBBIT 
TOTE
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Rp1,298,000HOBBIT
TOTE
FEATURE 
The travel sac carried by these imaginary 
creatures inspired us to design a smaller 
version of ‘Hobo Tote’. There is a deep 
hanging pocket on its interior for storing 
keys and cards. Comes with a dust bag.

SIZE 
21 x 18 x 24,5 cm | 8,25 x 7 x 9,75 in

WEIGHT 
0,5 kg

THB2247–NP 
Nero Plum
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HOBBIT 
TOTE

The interior of the bag uses a highly durable water-repellent fabric. 
Hand-printed serigraphy textiles on unbleached (chlorine-free) 
cotton canvas, using eco-friendly water-based inks. Each textile 
is protected with water-resistant Poly-Urethane coatings. Our 
hand-made production is certified by the Bluesign® system. 
This certification is a strict screening, designed to monitor the 
responsible use of resources, clean work processes, wastewater 
management, healthy air ventilation, and safety procedures for 
the workers as well as a safe final product for the consumer.
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GICLÉE
GAZO
GGA1831 
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GGA1831 

Rp500.000 (Petite) | 23 x 23 x 2 cm 
Rp2.500.000 (Large) | 75 x 75 x 2 cm 
Rp5.000.000 (Master) | 100 x 100 x 4 cm 

GICLÉE
GAZO
FEATURE 
Giclée Print–a digital print on matte 
canvas with museum-quality of archival 
standards, stretched over a wooden frame.
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GICLÉE
GAZO
GGA1832 
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GGA1832 

GICLÉE
GAZO
FEATURE 
Giclée Print–a digital print on matte 
canvas with museum-quality of archival 
standards, stretched over a wooden frame.

Rp500.000 (Petite) | 23 x 23 x 2 cm 
Rp2.500.000 (Large) | 75 x 75 x 2 cm 
Rp5.000.000 (Master) | 100 x 100 x 4 cm 
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GICLÉE
GAZO
GGA1833 
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GGA1833 

GICLÉE
GAZO
FEATURE 
Giclée Print–a digital print on matte 
canvas with museum-quality of archival 
standards, stretched over a wooden frame.

Rp500.000 (Petite) | 23 x 23 x 2 cm 
Rp2.500.000 (Large) | 75 x 75 x 2 cm 
Rp5.000.000 (Master) | 100 x 100 x 4 cm 
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GICLÉE
GAZO
GGA1834 
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GGA1834 

GICLÉE
GAZO
FEATURE 
Giclée Print–a digital print on matte 
canvas with museum-quality of archival 
standards, stretched over a wooden frame.

Rp500.000 (Petite) | 23 x 23 x 2 cm 
Rp2.500.000 (Large) | 75 x 75 x 2 cm 
Rp5.000.000 (Master) | 100 x 100 x 4 cm 
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GICLÉE
GAZO
GGA1835
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GGA1835

GICLÉE
GAZO
FEATURE 
Giclée Print–a digital print on matte 
canvas with museum-quality of archival 
standards, stretched over a wooden frame.

Rp500.000 (Petite) | 23 x 23 x 2 cm 
Rp2.500.000 (Large) | 75 x 75 x 2 cm 
Rp5.000.000 (Master) | 100 x 100 x 4 cm 
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GICLÉE
GAZO
GGA1836 
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GGA1836 

GICLÉE
GAZO
FEATURE 
Giclée Print–a digital print on matte 
canvas with museum-quality of archival 
standards, stretched over a wooden frame.

Rp500.000 (Petite) | 23 x 23 x 2 cm 
Rp2.500.000 (Large) | 75 x 75 x 2 cm 
Rp5.000.000 (Master) | 100 x 100 x 4 cm 



Farand Rasyid Hazfanur is a gifted young painter with a Cerebral 
Palsy disability. Cerebral Palsy does not prevent Farand Rasyid 
Hazfanur from augmenting his talents in contemporary art. This 
birth condition prompts severe life challenges. Farand endures 
disabilities in mobilising almost all of his body parts and in 
speaking. Despite these difficulties, Farand discovers his passion 
for painting. He became a Tulisan artist in residence in 2020.

TULISAN AIR 2020 (TULISAN Artist In Residence) is a program 
dedicated to creating a sustainable cycle of art edition for inspiring 
artists. Our core objective is to support and nurture the artist’s 
potential during this residency period. We curate the artwork to 
manifest a collection of limited edition prints, from Giclée to other 
wearable art pieces which light our homes and delight our souls.

WATCH 
THE VIDEO OF 
HIM PAINTING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7R5lc-ezUY&t=14s

